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Sanitary protocol linked to the corona virus, set by the Association of the Rallye des 7 

Vallées d'Artois for the 6th R7VA PAS-de-CALAIS. 

President of the Association : Claude Gengembre 

00 33 6 59 56 33 68 - claude.gengembre@wanadoo.fr 

 

Referral person COVID 19 : Eugène Citerne 

00 33 6 08 88 92 05 - eugeneciterne@orange.fr-licence FFSA n° 10415-01/14 

 

YOU MUST WEAR A MASK EVERY WHERE (otherwise you won't be allowed to go in) in 

the espace culturel Francis Sagot, in the closed parking place, in the assistance park, 

in the gathering park, in the specials and in all the different races of the rallye. 

It is also written that everybody will have to use his own pen. 

 

This protocol is written by chronological order according to the different steps of the 

Rallye all along the week end. 

 

1. Presentation of the roadbooks to the competitors : 

The roadbooks will be given on Thursday october 29th from 8.30 to 12.30 and from 2 pm to 

6 pm and also on friday october 30th from 8.30 to 12.30 at the espace culturel Francis 

Sagot in Fruges. 

Only 2 teams at a time are allowed to come in and have to follow a special way to walk 

around the room. 

Only 2 members by team are allowed to come in. It is forbidden to any other person and it is 

compulsory to wear a mask. 

Once in the room, the teams will have to give to the officials there, the photocopies of 

the licences, driving licences, technical passports of the competitors. Then they will be 

given all what they need   for the week end (bracelets, plates, stickers, pass cards, etc.) and 

2 books with the sanitary protocol. 

 

2. Papers checks : 

They will take place on friday 30 th from 3.15 to 6.15 pm at the town hall in the marriage- 

room in Fruges. 

They will be organized in three distinct rows separated by safety barriers at one meter from 

oneanother. 

On each table there will be a separation (p.v.c.) to separate the volonteers from the teams. It 

is obvious that on each table you will be able to use a self-service hydroalcoolic gel. 

The volonteers and/or the officials in charge of the papers, of the checks technical and of   
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Only two persons by teams are allowed on the place and it is forbidden to any other person 

Every team will have to wear a mask during the different checks. 

To fill in the papers, you must use your own pen to avoid exchanges. 

The doors and the windows of the room will be opened to air it. 

 

3. Technical checks : 

They will take place on october friday 30th from 3.30 to 6.45 pm on the "place du marché 

aux chevaux" (square of the horse market) in Fruges. 

The technical check will take place outside. Three rows of cars will be separated with safety 

barriers. There will be only one person to check by row of cars. 

Only two persons, with masks, will be allowed to show the car and the security equipments 

of the teams. 

This area and also around the cars will be forbidden to any other person. 

All the people in charge of the technical checks will be given masks and hydroalcoolic gel. 

 

4. Pointage C.H, Start of ES et Point Stop : 

The check time on the carnet de bord (note- book on board) will be written by the team 

under a visual check of a commissaire. There will be no signature on the check paper. Only 

the commissaire or the person with the stopwatch will control it.  

At the stop points, the commissaires will check the note book (carnet de bord) with an ink 

pad without touching it. If possible the unofficial times will be stuck on a board at the point 

stop. 

Don't forget these times are unofficial and will become official after a check and a validation 

of the race head. 

 

5. Stopwatched races : 

They will take place on saturday, october 31st from 8.15 am to 7.02 pm and on sunday 

november 1st from 7.45 am to 5.54 pm. 

All the commissaires will get masks and hydroalcoolic gel. They will have to wear their 

masks all along the race.  

They will have to stay at 1.50m away from the eventual spectators. 

The public areas all along the rallye are forbidden to people who haven't got their masks. 

They will have to respect a sanitary and compulsory distance of 1.50m between oneanother, 

a volonteer will have to see to the respect of the sanitary rules in the public areas. 

Only 200 persons will be aloud in the public areas, if there are some more they will be sent 

to the different other public areas. 

Of course the competitors will have to wear masks and to use their own pen with the 

organisors, volonteers and officials. 

 

6. About prizes : 

The prizes won't be given as usual in the salle des fetes to avoid people to gather inside a 

room. 

It will take place discreetly outside as the cars are back to the closed park. 

 

7. Food and drinks : 

Stalls that sell food and drinks to carry away are aloud but with security barriers to 

avoid people to gather and with a way to follow. 

For guests, officials, commissaires, volonteers the rules to eat and drink are the same (one 

meter of separation between each table and maximum 10 persons per table). The tables will 
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be placed to allow people to walk around without blocking the way and to prevent people 

from moving too much. 

It is compulsory to wear your mask when you move or stay up in the room. 

There will be some hydroalcoolic gel at the entrance and on the way out of the restaurant 

and of toilet. 

The protective measures will be reminded at the entrances of the rooms and in the toilets. 

People who deal with food and drinks will follow a special sanitary protocol corresponding to 

their activity and set by the R7VA association. 

8. Other people Média, VIP, BO organisation : 

All the people who have been given badges by the organisation will have to strictly respect 

the protective measures, the distances, to wear a mask and to follow the sanitary protocol 

set by the R7VA association. 

 

9. Protocol when a person gets some symptoms of the virus : 

He /she will be isolated, protected and signs of gravity will be looked for. 

Every person having some known symptoms (cough, diffculties to breathe, fever, loss of 

smell and taste) will have to tell it to the organizor to be taken in charge (see the protocol to 

take in charge a person with symptoms and also his neighbouring). 

The medical staff, the first aid workers on the rallye will be able to welcome and take in 

charge every person suspected to be infected by the covid 19. 

 

10. General conclusions : 

We don’t want too many spectators to come, so we haven’t printed many posters and 

haven’t done too much advertising about this event. 

Our only aim is that the pilots drive in a maximum of sanitary security. 

The sanitary rules stuck on boards, the protective measures put in many places (welcome 

areas for pilots and officials, spectators areas, specials,checks, etc) all these restrictions will 

be given on social networks too. 

The speaker will regularly give advice to remind the sanitary rules and the protective 

measures to respect. 

All that is lent to the volonteers, to the officials for the needs of the organization (flags, talky-

walkies, etc.) will be desinfected as soon as it is given back. 

As we have got a certain number of foreign competitors in our rallye, an English translation 

of the protocol will be realized. 

 

 

Done on July 30, 2020 

     

Claude GENGEMBRE 
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